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Programme
7th March 2017
11:00 am- 11:05 am	

Welcome Address
Prof. Manveen Singh
Jindal Global Law School, O.P. Jindal Global University

11:06 am - 11:40 am	

Lecture on Trump Adminstration and Competition Law
Prof. Salil Mehra, Director of the LL.M in Asian Law

11:41 am - 11:55 am

Questions & Answers

11:56 am - 12:00 pm

Vote of Thanks
Prof. (Dr.) Ashish Bharadwaj
Jindal Global Law School, O.P. Jindal Global University

Abstract
The surprising election of Donald Trump to the U.S. presidency has already brought significant
changes to federal law enforcement. This talk will focus on the potential impact of President
Trump’s ascendancy on U.S. competition law enforcement. There are reasons both for and
against the view that the Trump Administration will not bring major changes to competition law
enforcement. In favor of the view that major change is not forthcoming, some observers note that
Trump’s appointees in the competition law field so far are not as radical departures from the
norm as in other fields (e.g., national security, education and tax policy). Furthermore, American
competition law has its set of institutional memory and processes grounded in economic theory
that may push back on radical executive action. In contrast, Trump’s own statements suggest
he may wish to push action against Internet, media and telecommunications conglomerates,
having specifically targeted Comcast Corp. (owner of NBC Universal), Time Warner (owner of
CNN), and Amazon (whose CEO owns the Washington Post). In these areas, where non-economic
concerns also abound, the future may be murkier.
About JIRICO
Jindal Initiative on Research in IP and Competition (JIRICO) is an initiative of O.P. Jindal Global
University (JGU). It focuses on initiating and complementing well-informed policy related
deliberations that can result in concrete reforms. Towards this end, JIRICO seeks to become a
leading think-tank that engages in inter–disciplinary and high–impact work. This involves contri
butions from experts in the fields of intellectual property law, competition law, economics and
management. Further, JIRICO will focus on global developments, with a special emphasis on the
Indian policy environment, which can inform stakeholders about the issues in this niche area.
JIRICO will provide a unique platform to facilitate dialogue amongst industry partners, policy
makers, regulators, practitioners and academicians.
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